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TANGENTIAL EQUIVALENCE OF GROUP ACTIONS
BY

SKAWOMIR KWASIK

Abstract. We consider the problem of tangential equivalence of group actions on

manifolds. In particular we discuss a conjecture of B. Mazur and its modifications.

The negative answer to this conjecture is presented. On the other hand we prove that

the "isovariant" version of this conjecture, as well as the modified one, remains true.

As an application some results on the tangential equivalence of Zp-actions on

homotopy spheres are obtained.

1. Introduction. In this paper we consider the problem posed by Mazur in [9].

Namely, let G be a finite group and let Mx, M2 be two smooth G-manifolds. Denote

by jR*, k 5= 0, the Euclidean A;-dimensional space. Suppose we have an equivariant

homotopy equivalence/: M, -» M2. Our question is: Does there exist a k > 0 and an

equivariant diffeomorphism $: My X Rk -» M2X Rk (trivial action of G on Rk)

such that the following diagram is commutative up to (7-homotopy:

My X Rk      *      M2 X Rk

(*) {tr lm

My L M2

where it: A/, X/?'-» Mt, i = 1,2, is the canonical projection.

Observe that the necessary condition for the existence of such an equivariant

diffeomorphism is a stable G-equivalence of the tangent G-bundle TMX and the

induced G-bundle/*(rM2).

Let p: G -» O(k) be an orthogonal representation of G. An equivariant homotopy

equivalence/: Mx -> M2 with the property TMX © 6k ^cf*(TM2) © 6k, where 0k is

a trivial G-bundle M, X p -> My, and a*c means G-isomorphic, is called equi-

variantly tangential. When the representation p is trivial, the G-bundle M, X p -» Mx

will be called specially trivial and will be denoted by e*. When TMX © ek

aBc/*(7,Af2) © e*,/will be called specially equivariantly tangential.

Now we can formulate the conjecture posed by Mazur (see [9, pp. 379-380]).

Conjecture. Let G be a finite group and Mx, M2 two closed (= compact, without

boundary), connected, «-dimensional, smooth G-manifolds. Suppose/: Mx -» M2 is a

special equivariant tangential homotopy equivalence. Then there exist k s* 0 and an
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equivariant diffeomorphism $: Mx X Rk -» M2 X v3A such that (*) is commutative

up to G-homotopy.

In this paper we give a negative answer to the conjecture. A counterexample is

constructed using an equivariant concordance between high-dimensional knots. On

the other hand some positive results are also presented. Namely, we give an

affirmative answer to the "isovariant" version of the conjecture and prove the

conjecture is true when we assume /: M, -» M2 is an isovariant homotopy equiva-

lence. In fact we are able to prove a little bit more. We prove that the "isovariant"

Mazur conjecture remains true in the case of noncompact manifolds. Analogous

results are obtained in the equivariant PL category as well.

We also discuss a modification of the conjecture, namely we replace the Euclidean

space Rk by an orthogonal representation of G. In this case we show that such a

modified conjecture remains true in full generality (without the isovaraint condition

on/).

As an application of our considerations, some results on the tangential equiva-

lence of homotopy linear Z -actions on homotopy spheres are given.

Acknowledgement. This work was done while the author was visiting the

University of Heidelberg. I am grateful to Professor Dieter Puppe for the opportun-

ity to work there.

2. G-spaces. We recall some fundamental properties of G-spaces (G a compact Lie

group). A map /: X -* Y between two G-spaces is called equivariant or a G-map if

fg(x) = gf(x) for every x E X, g E G. Let x E X. By Gx = {g E G\g(x) = x} we

will denote the isotropy subgroup of G at x E X, and by G(x) — {g(x) E G\g E G}

the orbit of x E X. An equivariant map /: X — Y between two G-spaces is called

isovariant if Gx = G/( v) for every x E X. Let A' be a G-space and H EG a subgroup

of G. The set of fixed points of H on X is denoted by

X" = [x E X\h(x) = x for every h EH).

Definition. Let X be a G-space and x E X. The conjugacy class (Gv) of Gx is

called the type of the orbit G(x).

The set of all conjugacy classes of subgroups of G is partially ordered as follows:

(77,) *£ (H2) if some conjugate of H2 is a subgroup of 77,. The union X{H) of all

orbits of type Tf is a G-invariant subspace of X. Observe that if /: X -» Y is an

isovariant map, it induces an equivariant map/^W): X(H) -* YiH) for every H C G. By

X{H) = G(XH)= [g(x) EX\gEGandxEX"}

we will denote the saturation of XH. It is a G-invariant and closed subspace of X.

The partial order of orbit types on X induces a partial order on the set of

G-components of X{H), H EG. Namely, let ((77,), i E 7} be the orbit types of X,

and for each i E I let {Xj"'\ jEl(j)} be the G-components of X{"'\ Partially

order the {Xj"^} by inclusion. If (Hk) < (Hx) then X<Hk) C X{">} and the G-com-

ponents of X("k) axe contained in the G-components of X{H<\ Thus a minimal

element of {XjH')} can be written in the form XJH'\ where X(k"» *£ X}H'\ (77,) <

(77,), implies (7/,) = (//,.) and j = k. It is easy to see that in this case XjHl) is a

G-component of X(H, which is a closed subset of X.
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Let p: G -» O(m) be an orthogonal representation of G. By S(p), D(p) we will

denote, respectively, the sphere and the disc in this representation.

We refer to [2] for more information about G-spaces.

3. Equivariant concordance. In this section we give a counterexample to Mazur's

conjecture. The main tool in the construction of this counterexample is an equiv-

ariant concordance between equivariant high-dimensional knots.

We start with a few words about equivariant knots. G is assumed to be a finite

group.

Definition 3.1. An equivariant knot K = (S"+2, 2") is a smooth semifree action

of G on S"+2 with the fixed point set 2" homotopy sphere.

We say that two equivariant knots K0 = (50"+2, 2g), Kx = (S,"+2, 2f) are equi-

variantly concordant if there exist a semifree action of G on S"+2 X I and an

invariant (n + l)-dimensional submanifold (fixed point set of the action of G on

S"+2 X 7) W C S"+2 X 7 such that:

(i) dW = 2g U 2;';

(ii) the inclusions 2JJ -* W, 2" -» W axe homotopy equivalences;

(iii) the action of G on S"+2 X / when restricted to S"+2 X {0} gives the action of

G on S$+2, and when restricted to S"+2 X {1} gives the action of G on S['+2.

One can think about the equivariant concordance between KQ and Kx as a special

equivariant /;-cobordism between Sq+2 and S"+2. In fact, the existence of some

nontrivial equivariant /i-cobordism is all that we will need in our construction.

Now let G = Z, p > 2 a prime number. Let p be an (n + 3)-dimensional

orthogonal representation of Zp which leaves the standard 7v"+1 C 7\"+3 fixed and is

free on the complement R"+3 — Rn+l. The rotation of R"+3 around R" + ] by apth

root of unit gives such a p. We will call the pair K = (S"+2(p), S"(p)) the standard

Z^-knot. First we will find some equivariant nontrivial knot K0 = (50"+2, 2Jj) which

is equivariantly concordant to the K = (S"+2(p), S"(p)). To do this we repeat the

construction from [13, p. 348], namely: We attach equivariantly p disjoint 1-handles

nO) (0 Bn+3(p) missing T»"+'(p) (we assume n > 2). The group Zp acts semifree on

the resulting space B = B" + 3(p) + h\]) + • • • +hp]) (just by permutation of these

handles) with the fixed point set B"+\p). The fundamental group of B is free on

generators <xx,...,a corresponding to the handles, and the fundamental group of the

complement B — Bn+](p) is free with one generator more, the one which links

B" + ](p). Let us put B for this new generator. It is clear that we can find p disjoint

simple closed curves yx,...,yp in the boundary of B which miss B"+i(p) and are

permuted by Z , where each y, represents the word y, = afBaJ]B~]. Next we attach

equivariantly to B p disjoint 2-handles along y, and obtain t3"+3 = B + h\2)

+ ■ ■ ■ +hp2). Since n > 2, B"+3 is an (n + 3)-dimensional disc on which Zp acts

semifree with the fixed point set B"+](p) C B"+\ If we take K0 = (dB"+\ S"(p))

then we obtain the equivariant knot which is nontrivial (we have

n,(9/3"+3-5"(p)) = (a.,ap,B;a2BayiB-x=-..=a2pBap^),

which is nontrivial knot group).
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From the construction we see that K0 is equivariantly concordant to K. In

particular we have an equivariant /z-cobordism between 3/3"+3 and S"+2(p); this

yields the equivariant homotopy equivalence /: dB"+3 -» S"+2(p). From the ex-

istence of the equivariant collar (see [2]) we infer

f*(T(dB"+i)) © e1 ~cT(Sn+2(p)) © e1;

hence/: 37?"+3 -» S"+2(p) is specially equivariantly tangential. Now suppose there

exists an equivariant diffeomorphism

<t>: dBn + 3 X Rk -» S"+2(p) X Rk.

The existence of such a diffeomorphism implies the existence of the equivariant

diffeomorphism

4>(e):(dB«+3XRk\e)^(S"+2(P)XRk)(e).

But it is clear that

(3/3"+3 X Rk\e) = (dB"+3 - S"(p)) X Rk

and

(S"+2(p) X Rk\e) = (S"+2(p) - S"(p)) X Rk;

hence

Uy{(dB" + 3 X Rk\e)) = II,((3/i" + 3 - S"(p))) * nx{(S"+2(p) X Rk)(e))

^Uy(S" + 2(P)-S"(p))

by construction. This contradicts the existence of <J>.

Remark 3.2. Observe that in this construction it was essentially used that the

equivariant homotopy equivalence/: dBn + 3 -» S"+2(p) is not isovariant. In fact, in

the case of an isovariant homotopy equivalence Mazur's conjecture remains true

(compare Theorem 4.1).

4. Equivariant tangential homotopy equivalence. In this section we give the proof of

the generalized "isovariant" version of Mazur's conjecture. Our proof relies heavily

on Siebenmann's generalization of Mazur's result on tangential homotopy equiva-

lence (see [16]).

Theorem 4.1. Let G be a finite group and My, M2 connected, n-dimensional, smooth

G-manifolds (without boundary). Suppose f: My -* M2 is a smooth map which is a

special equivariant tangential isovariant homotopy equivalence. Then there exist k > 0

and an equivariant diffeomorphism <J>: M, X Rk -» M2X Rk such that the diagram (*)

is commutative up to G-homotopy.

Proof. Let [M(XH'} be the partially ordered set of G-components of M\H) for

H EG. Let M\hP be a minimal element. Then Mff/G = (M, ,)(//)/G is a smooth

manifold. Since /: M, — M2 is a special equivariant tangential isovariant homotopy

equivalence, there exists a corresponding element M^ and an ordinary tangential

homotopy equivalence f(H)/G:  M^^/G -> M^^/G (observe that in  this case
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dim M{"> = dim Mffi). Now, by Theorem 2.3 in [16] we obtain a diffeomorphism

¥H)/G: M\f/G X RP - M(2f/G X 7^

for p > dim M\H^/G + 1 and the following homotopy commutative diagram:

$<"l/G

M\H)/G XRP -*        Mff/G X /?"

1 4,

The diffeomorphism &H)/G hfts to the equivariant diffeomorphism

$(/0: M<H) xRP ^ M£P X RP

and we have the diagram

o<">
Mffi XRP       -*      M2(f > X RP

i i
f(H)

which is commutative up to G-homotopy.

Let Dy, D2 be the disjoint union of the closed tubular neighborhoods of the

minimal elements in Af, and corresponding (under/) elements in M2, respectively.

We can extend <PiH) to the equivariant diffeomorphism $D, $°: DXX Rp -> D2X

Rp. In fact, it is possible because of the existence and uniqueness of the equivariant

normal bundles (see [2]). Consequently, we obtain the following G-homotopy com-

mutative diagram:

DyX RP      ->     D2 X RP

i I

Dx L D2

In this diagram the map /' is the G-homotopy equivalence given by the composition

/' = lf(H)p, wherep is the bundle projection and / is the inclusion.

Next we will proceed by induction. Let M["^ be such that if Dx is the union of the

closed tubular neighborhoods of all the elements which are smaller, then Mff* =

cl((M, ,)(W)), where cl = closure, and smaller mean smaller with respect to the

partial order we introduced earlier; there exists an equivariant diffeomorphism <PD:

DXX RP -> D2X RP, for somep > 0, and the diagram

DXXRP     ^     D2 X RP

i I

Dx L D2
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which is G-homotopy commutative. In general it can happen that the smooth

G-manifolds Dx, D2 have corners. But it is not a real problem since we can round

these corners equivariantly.

Observe that (MXJ)(H) is a smooth G-manifold meeting Z>, transversally and

(Mx<i),H) = K=cl((MXJ)(H)-Dx)

plus a smooth open G-collar attached along the common boundary dK = dK n

37),. Analogously (M2i\H) X Rp meets $D(T>, X RP) = D2X Rp transversally and

(M2,)(W) X RP = L = cl(((M2,,)(„, - L>2) X RP)

plus a smooth open G-collar attached along the common boundary 37. = 37. n

3(2>2 X RP). Since the map fX id: (M,,)(//) X rp -* (M2,\H) X Rp is a special

equivariant tangential homotopy equivalence, it defines the tangential homotopy

equivalence /: K/G X Rp -> L/G X T^ by collapsing the collars. The map / is

homotopic to a map /: AT/G X Rp -* L/C X «'', which is equal to $D/G on

WK/G X RP. Again by Theorem 2.3 in [16] there exists a diffeomorphism $/G:

K/G X RpX R! -> L/G X RP X R' for some r > 0 which is equal to $D/G on

37C/G X/CX{0} (this follows from the proof of Theorem 2.3 in [16]). After lifting

of $/G we obtain the equivariant diffeomorphism <J>: K X Rp + ' -> L X Rp+' and

the G-homotopy commutative diagram:

KXRP + I      *      LXRP + '

i i

K L L

Now we can extend $ equivariantly to the closed tubular neighborhoods of K in Af,

and L in M2 as before. This completes the induction step and Theorem 4.1 is proved.

To close this section we give the following example, which is an application of

Theorem 4.1.

Example 4.2. Let Zp be a cyclic group of order p, where p > 2 is a prime number.

Denote by p the H-dimensional real representation of Zp which is stable and

subregular in the sense of [8] and dim pz' = k > 6. Put 6^r for the group of framed

homotopy spheres (see [5, 8]). Let F E ®k be a homotopy sphere with an exotic

smooth structure (such a structure exists because k > 6; see [5]). By Theorem 6.13 in

[8] there exists an action of Z on the standard sphere S" with the properties:

(i)(S"fr = F;

(ii) TS" © e1 «05" X p © e1, where e1 is a specially trivial Z^-bundle.

It can be proved (see [14]) that S" with this action is Z/;-homeomorphic with

S(p © 1). In fact, this Z^-homeomorphism can be taken to be smooth on S" — p,

where p E F = (S")zr. Observe that in our case 5" is not Z^-diffeomorphic with

S(p © 1) because of an exotic smooth structure on (S")z". But it is not difficult to
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see that there exists a smooth isovariant homotopy equivalence/: S" -> S(p © 1). A

simple calculation shows that

TS(p® l)©e' ^GS(p® 1) X p© 1,

and sinceTS" © e1 »c S" X p ® e1, we obtain

f*(TS(p® 1)) ©€/+1 «GL5"!©e/+l.

Hence by Theorem 3.1 we infer that there exist a Z^-diffeomorphism $: S" X R' -*

S(p © 1) X R' for some t > 0 and a Z^-homotopy commutative diagram:

S"XR'      *      S(p®\)XR'

i I

S" L S(p®\)

5. Equivariant PL manifolds. In this section we consider PL manifolds with PL

actions of a finite group G. This category lacks certain fundamental properties of the

smooth category, but a certain subcategory does have nice properties and this

enables us to extend Theorem 4.1 in this context.

Let G be a finite group. All simplicial complexes are assumed to be countable,

locally finite and finite dimensional. A G-simplicial complex K is a simplicial

complex with an action of G on it through simplicial isomorphisms. A G PL space X

is a PL space with an action of G on it such that for some triangulation \p: K -» X the

induced G-action on K turns K into a G-simplicial complex. Such a \p will be called a

G-triangulation of X. It is not difficult to observe that the direct generalization of the

category of smooth G-manifolds by considering only G PL spaces which are PL

manifolds is not correct. For example it can be proved (see [1]) that every finite

simplicial complex can occur as a fixed point set in a G PL sphere. This (see [14] for

a similar discussion) shows some restrictions are needed.

Definition 5.1. A G PL space X is called an ^-dimensional G PL manifold if for

some G-triangulation K of X and for every vertex v of K, there exist an orthogonal

representation pv: Gv -» O(m) and a PL G^-homeomorphism a: Lk(u, K) -» S(pv).

We say that X is an m-dimensional G PL manifold with boundary if for every

vertex v of K either Lk(rj, K) is PL G,,-homeomorphic with S(pv) for some pv:

Gv -» O(m) as above, or there exist an orthogonal representation p'v: Gv -» 0(m — 1)

and a PL Gt,-homeomorphisma': Lk(u, K) -* D(p'v).

Remark. It follows from [3] that every smooth m-dimensional G-manifold is an

m-dimensional G PL manifold in the sense of Definition 5.1.

Now let Af,, M2 be m-dimensional G PL manifolds. An equivariant PL map /:

My -» M2 is called equivariantly tangential if tA7, © 9k ^G/*(rM2) © 0\ where

tM,, tM2 are tangent G PL microbundles over Mx, M2, respectively (we refer to [7]

for more information about G-microbundles). By simple modifications one can
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generalize Theorems 1 and 2 of [15] to the case of G PL manifolds. In particular, we

have the following (see [14])

Theorem 5.2. If A7,, N2 are two infinite G-regular neighborhoods of the G PL

manifold X in the G PL manifold M, there exists an ambient G-isotopy of M fixed on X

and throwing Nx onto N2.

When we replace the notion of tubular neighborhood by regular neighborhood we

can repeat the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the case of G PL manifolds. Hence, we

obtain the following

Theorem 5.3. Let Mx, M2 be connected, closed, n-dimensional G PL manifolds.

Suppose f: Mx -» Af2 is a special equivariant tangential, isovariant PL homotopy

equivalence. Then there exist k > 0 and an equivariant PL homeomorphism $:

Af, X Rk -> Af 2 X Rk such that the diagram (*) is commutative up to G-homotopy.

6. Modified Mazur conjecture. This section contains the proof of the modified

version of Mazur's conjecture (Theorem 6.1 below). The main tool in this proof is

the equivariant version of Mazur's (see [9-11]) method of infinite repetition.

Theorem 6.1. Let G be a compact Lie group and let Mx, M2 be closed, connected,

n-dimensional smooth G-manifolds. Suppose f: Mx -* M2 is an equivariantly tangential

homotopy equivalence. Then there exist an orthogonal representation p: G -> O(m) and

an equivariant diffeomorphism $: Mx X p -» M2 X p such that the diagram analogous

to (*) is commutative up to G-homotopy.

Proof. We divide this proof into two parts. First we prove that there exist an

orthogonal representation p of G and an equivariant embedding /: Af, -» Af2 X p

with the normal G-bundle N(j) G-isomorphic with the trivial G-bundle M,Xp->

A/,. To see it let p, be an orthogonal representation of G for which exist an

equivariant embedding i: Af, -> p,. Take/i = (/X i)A: A/, -» Af, X p,, where A:

My -» My X Mx is the diagonal map. It is easy to see that /, is an equivariant

embedding and/, -c(fX id)s, where s: My -» Af, X p, is the zero section. Now we

compute the normal G-bundle N(j\).

Consider the diagram:

/xid
Af, X p,       ->       Af2 X p,

M, -» M2

Since/, is equivariantly homotopic with (/ X id)s,

jf(T(M2 X p,)) ~Gs*(fX id)*(T(M2 X p,)).

From the equivariant tangentiality of /follows

j*(T(M2Xpy))®6k~cs*(T(My X p y)) © 6 k *a TM y ©A/, Xp, ®ek,
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where S' is a trivial G-bundle Af, X p2 -> A/, for a /c-dimensional orthogonal

representation p2 of G. On the other hand,

TMy ®N(j])®6k^GTM] ®MxXPy ®6k.

If we add to both sides the normal G-bundle N(i) of the embedding i: Af, -» p,, we

obtain

TMX ®N(i)®N(jx)®6k~GTMx ® N(i) © Af, X p, 0 0*,

which we can write in the form

My    X   (p,    ©   Pl)   ©   N(jy)   «CM,    X    (P,   ©   P,    ©   P,).

Using this we obtain an embedding/: Af, -» Af2 X p, where p = p, © p, © p2, with

the normal G-bundle N(j) G-isomorphic with Af, X p.

The second part of the proof of Theorem 6.1 is similar to the proof of the

nonequivariant case (see [6]) so we only give its sketch.

Denote by Dr(p) E p the standard closed disc with radius r. Using the first part of

our proof we can obtain two equivariant embeddings,

g,: A/, X Dr(P) - Int M2 X Dr(p),   g2: M2 X Dr(p) - Lnt A/, X Dr(p),

which are mutually homotopy inverse and such that the equivariant maps gxs:

My -» M2 X Dr(p), j: My »-» Af2 X Dr(p) axe equivariantly homotopic. To complete

the proof of Theorem 6.1 it suffices to prove

Af, X-Int Dr(p) «c-diffM2 X Int Dr(p).

To do this we use the equivariant version of the infinite repetition method (it is easy

to see this method worlds, in the equivariant case; see [6]). This, together with the

equivariant isotopy theftrem (see [2, Theorem 3.1, p. 313]) and the equivariant

uniqueness of G-tubular neighborhoods (see [2]), gives the proof of Theorem 6.1 (see

[6] in the nonequivariant case).

Let us give an application of Theorem 6.1.

Example 6.2. Let M"+k be a homotopy sphere with a homotopy linear smooth

action of Zp, where p is a prime > 2. Recall that a homotopy linear action means

Fk = Mzi> is a homotopy sphere, too. Suppose k > 5, n > 3. Let x E F and let p be

the tangential representation of G at x E F. There is (see [8]) a Z^-homotopy

equivalence /: Af -» S(p © 1) which is equivariantly tangential. Hence by our

Theorem 6.1 there exist an orthogonal representation a of G and an equivariant

diffeomorphism $: M X o -» S(p ffl 1) X o such that the following diagram is

Z^-homotopy commutative:

MX a     -*     S(p® 1) X a

I i

M L        S(p©l)

It is really essential that the representation a in the above example is, in general,

nontrivial. To see it, let p be an n-dimensional representation of Zp which is stable in

the sense of [8]. Then there exists (see [8]) an action of Zp on the standard sphere S"
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with the nontrivial normal G-bundle v((Sn)zr; S"). We know that S" X a is Zp-

diffeomorphic with S(p © 1) X a for an orthogonal representation a of G. We show

that this representation cannot be trivial. In fact, suppose a = Rk for some k > 0 is

the trivial representation of G and we have the Zp-homotopy commutative diagram

S" XRk      t     S(p®\)XRk

i i

S" L S(p0 1)

where 0 is a Z^-diffeomorphism. Then

TS"®ek^Gf*(T(S(p® 1)) ®ek)~Gf*(T(S(p® 1)) © e1 ©e*-1)

™Gf*(S(p® 1) Xpffi 1 8e*_1)«G5"X (p© 1 ©e*_1).

One can easily prove this implies the G-triviality of v((S")z>>; S"). But this is a

contradiction, since we supposed v((S")z'; S") to be nontrivial. Observe that we

could assume S" is Zp-homeomorphic with S(p ® 1) (see [14]).

We close this paper with a few remarks.

Remark 6.3. Our proof of the "isovariant" Mazur conjecture does not give any

estimation on k in Rk.

Remark 6.4. Since an equivariant homotopy equivalence between smooth G-mani-

folds is determined by the ordinary homotopy equivalence between their fixed point

sets (see [5]), we can formulate Mazur's conjecture as follows:

Let G be a finite group and Af,, M2 two closed, connected, n-dimensional, smooth

G-manifolds. Suppose/: Af, -» M2 is an equivariant, smooth map such that for every

subgroup H E G the map/" — fMH'- MXH -* M2 is a homotopy equivalence. If/is

specially equivariantly tangential, there exist k > 0 and an equivariant diffeomor-

phism $: Af, X Rk -> M2 X Rk such that the diagram (*) is G-homotopy commuta-

tive.

Remark 6.5. One can ask if this conjecture is true after the full reduction to the

nonequivariant homotopy conditions in its formulation. It means: is it enough to

require only the ordinary tangentiality for every homotopy equivalence fH: Mx" —

M2H, H C G?.

It turns out that such a formulated problem has a negative answer. To see it

consider the following example.

Example 6.6. Let L,, L2 be two 7-dimensional lens spaces obtained by a free

action of Z5 on the standard 7-dimensional sphere S7. Let L, = L(3; 2; 2; 1),

L2 = L(2; 1; 1; 1) (we have used the notation from [12]). Since 3-2-2-l=2-l-

1 ■ 1 (mod 5), L, and L2 are homotopy equivalent (see [12]). Let /: L, -» L2 be a

homotopy equivalence. After lifting the map / we obtain the map /: S,7 -» S2

(Sx = 527 = S1) and the following commutative diagram:

j,       —>     ij2

i p I p

L,      -»      L2
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where p is the natural projection. The map /: Sx -> S2 is the equivariant homotopy

equivalence (equivariant with respect to the action of Z5 on S,7, S27) and f*(TS2) «

TSX (since S7 is parallelizable).

Now suppose there exist k > 0 and an equivariant diffeomorphism $: S,7 X Rk ->

S2 X Rk such that the diagram

S,7 X ix*      *      S,7 X /?*

S7 i S27

is Z5-homotopy commutative. In this case we obtain the induced diffeomorphism $':

L, X Rk ^ L2 X Rk on the orbit spaces and a homotopy commutative diagram:

LyXRk      1     L2XRk

i i

L, -. L2

But this cannot be true. In fact, the first Pontryagin class p, of L, is given by

Py(Ly) = 23.x2 andpx(L2) = \2x2 (see [12]).
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